Paddle power – the best way to go island-hopping in Greece

Active breaks

Six days, five islands and one kayak... 
Daisy Greenwell discovers tiny islands where you can have the beach all to yourself.

The supermarket that you grew up knowing, filled with people born into a small geographic area with many of the goods you have come to know and love. It was a place where you could find fresh produce, meat, and fish, and where you could see the community in action. It was a place where you could find the people who live there, and where you could see the beauty of the land around them.

Rock climbing in France

Now you’re ready to rock climb in France! This is a fantastic way to explore the natural beauty of this country and enjoy the outdoors. This is a page from a book about rock climbing in France that includes information about the best spots to climb in the country.

Last-minute adventures in the sun

Cycle from Switzerland to France

Hours of padding, allow for guilt-free eating and afternoons of delicious lattes

Need to know

Rock climbing in France is a great way to experience the natural beauty of the country and enjoy the outdoors. This is a page from a book about rock climbing in France that includes information about the best spots to climb in the country.

Mountains hiking in France

Walking and wolves in Italy

You are on an adventure in France, and you should enjoy it! This is a page from a book about adventure in France that includes information about the best spots to visit in the country.

Sailing in France

If you’re looking for a new adventure, consider sailing in France. This book page provides information about sailing in France, including tips on where to go and what to expect.